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Chapter 1.  Introduction 
1-1. Purpose of this Order 

This order establishes standard operating procedures for the VATSIM T75 TRACON ( STL TRACON )-- 
referenced both as the ATC facility and as the terminal area-- and supplements FAA 7110.65, Air Traffic 
Control; ZKC 01.100, Air Traffic Control. 

1-2. Audience 

All VATSIM Kansas City ARTCC personnel, as well as those with a visiting status.  Anyone providing 
ATC services within the T75 TRACON boundary must be familiar and comply with the provisions of this 
order. 

1-3. Where Can I Find This Order? 

This order is stored electronically on the vZKC website:  www.kcartcc.com 

1-4. What This Order Cancels 

The following Orders/Notices are cancelled and superseded; their content has been added to this Order: 

a. Saint Louis TRACON SOP, dated 3/3/08. 

1-5. Explanation of Changes 

a. Initial STL IFR departure headings have been changed to better reflect real-world procedure and 
provide better flow. 

b. Downwind Arrival Floors have been established for IFR arrivals into STL. 

1-6. Managing Agent 

a. This Order shall be managed, updated, issued and cancelled by the Air Traffic Manager (ATM), 
his designee or any entity that supersedes, replaces or assumes the ATM responsibilities.  Any 
suggestions for modification/amendment to this Order should be sent to the ATM and/or his 
designee. 

b. The following are identified as designee(s) for managing this Order with their respective 
permissions: 

• Deputy Air Traffic Manager - draft changes  
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1-7. Word Meanings 

As used in this Order: 

a. Must, or an action verb in the imperative sense, means mandatory. 

b. Should means recommended 

c. May and need not mean optional 

d. Will indicates futurity 

1-8. Abbreviations and References 

This Order uses abbreviations and refers to words/phrases as defined in the following tables: 

TBL 1-8-1 
TRACON Sector/Position Identifiers Used In This Order 

IDENTIFIER SECTOR/POSITION 

 KC_CTR  Kansas City ARTCC (may be accompanied with a sector ID) 

 STL_APP  Radar Combined 

 STL_N_APP  Radar North 

 STL_S_APP  Radar South 

 STL_F_APP  Radar Final 

 STL_L_APP  Radar Low (Approach/Departure for satellite airports) 

 STL_DEP  Departure 

 STL_TWR  Lambert Tower Combined 

 STL _N_TWR  Lambert Tower (East) 

 STL _S_TWR  Lambert Tower (West) 

 SUS_TWR  Spirit Tower 

 ALN_TWR  Regional Tower 

 CPS_TWR  Downtown Tower 

 BLV_TWR  Scott Tower 

 
TBL 1-8-2 

Abbreviations 

ABBR / REFERENCE DESCRIPTION 

 ATM  Air Traffic Manager 

 DATM  Deputy Air Traffic Manager 

 IAW  in accordance with 

m. - T75 TRACON 
 - the TRACON 

 - the ATC function (Approach Control / Departure Control) or 
 - the terminal airspace 

CIC Controller-in-charge 
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CTR En-route Control / Center (Kansas City Center may be assumed unless otherwise indicated) 

APP Approach Control (may include a sector identifier ie:  STL_N_APP) 

DEP Departure Control 

TWR, ATCT Tower (Cab) 

GND Ground Control 

DEL Clearance Delivery 

RWY Runway 

 
TBL 1-8-3 

Word/Phrase References 

WORD/PHRASE DESCRIPTION 

Departure Airspace Delegated airspace for vectoring departures to the appropriate Center sector 

Arrival Corridors Airspace delegated to STL_N/S_APP depicted in Appendices 1-C 1-G 1-K and on the radar 
client as a single line which follows the STAR routes from KAYLA, LORLE, PETTI and 
QBALL.  The corridor lateral dimensions are 2.5NM either side of the depicted line to the 
Descent Zone.  

Arrival Floors Areas along arrival corridors with an at-or-above altitude restriction.  These "floors" are used to 
de-conflict STL arrival traffic with satellite and over-flight traffic-- as well as keep arrival flow 
out of adjacent/bordering sector airspace. 

Descent Zone An area associated with final descent and maneuvering area for the arrival runway(s).  This is 
depicted in Appendices 1-D, 1-H, 1-L and typically consists of the area 5NM on either side of an 
active arrival runway's final approach course within 15NM of the threshold. 

In-trail Approaches An arrival procedure in which the final controller vectors aircraft to the parallel runways as 
though they were a single runway. 

Pairs An arrival sequence in which the final controller vectors aircraft side-by-side to parallel 
runways. 

Lowest Usable Altitude The lowest altitude delegated to a position or the base of the Class B airspace, whichever is 
higher. 

the website http://www.kcartcc.com    and any/all associated features/programs 

 

1-9. Delegated Airspace 

Delegated airspace is defined throughout this Order and depicted in Appendix. 

a. STL Tower airspace supersedes T75 TRACON airspace. 

b. Delegated airspace diagrams depict IFR altitudes unless otherwise indicated 

c. Each TRACON sector is responsible for the 500 foot VFR altitude above its vertical limit and for 
separation from heavy/B757 aircraft operating above their airspace. 

d. STL_F_APP and STL_DEP are responsible for the 500 foot VFR altitude above STL ATCT 
airspace. 
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Chapter 2.  Operations 
2-1. Calm Wind Runways 

Runways 29, 30L & 30R are designated the calm wind runways. 

2-2. Runway Use Program 

STL operates under a Runway Use Program.  A northwest flow is favored and runways 29, 30L & 30R 
are the prescribed runways.  FAA requirements regarding Runway Use Programs as they apply to 
VATSIM STL are summarized below. 

a. NORTHWEST FLOW should be selected when: 

1. No Wind Shear or Thunderstorms are reported within 5nm 

2. Visibility must be at least 1sm 

3. Crosswind component cannot be greater than 20kt (dry runways) or 15kt (wet) 

4. Tailwind component cannot be greater than 7kt (dry runways) or 3kt (wet) 

b. APPROPRIATE FLOW should be selected when the above conditions are not met. 

NOTE-- The CIC/controller must use good judgment and consider above factors and current workload 
when selecting runways in use. 

NOTE-- The procedures in 2-1 and 2-2 do not prohibit a controller from approving or assigning 
alternate runways.  Alternate runways may be used on a case-by-case basis when an operational 
advantage will be gained. 

2-3. Crosswind Operations 

a. The use of RWY 6/24 is considered: 

1. When wind favors the runway by 20 knots or greater. 

2. During times of peak traffic to reduce delays and increase the airport acceptance rate. 

3. When pilot requests.  The controller is responsible for approving pilot requests to use 
the runway based on traffic and other factors. 

NOTE-- VATSIM controllers are not authorized to deny a pilot’s request for a runway.  Refer 
to ZKC 01.100, Air Traffic Control, for further guidance/information. 

b. Unless conditions require otherwise, RWY 6/24 must be used primarily for commuter and 
general aviation operations and as a reliever runway for air carrier operations when deemed 
necessary by the TWR and/or designated CIC. 

2-4. Noise Abatement 

Noise abatement procedures are in effect each day from 2300L – 0600L.  During this time frame: 
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a. STL_DEP (or the appropriate position/facility having control of STL departures), must not issue 
turns to commercial or military jet departures until the aircraft has passed 4,000 feet, or is 
3NM from runway end, whichever occurs first. 

1. supersedes the provisions defined in 5-2 and 5-3 

2. does not apply to aircraft on an RNAV SID 

b. Unless conditions require otherwise, RWY 6/24 must not be used for commercial or military 
jet aircraft. 

2-5. Scratchpad Entries 

a. 

1. Aircraft should be scratched with the approach procedure the aircraft has been assigned 
by the first APP controller who handles the aircraft as soon as practical. 

ARRIVALS 

2. The following symbols are used in lieu of verbal coordination in the scratch pad area:  

 

TBL 2-5-1 
T75 TRACON IFR Arrival Scratchpad Entries 

SCRATCHPAD APPROACH / RUNWAY 

VAL Visual Approach, RWY 30L / 12L 

VAR Visual Approach, RWY 30R / 12R 

VAW  Visual Approach, RWY 29 / 11 

V24 Visual Approach, RWY 24 

VA6 Visual Approach, RWY 6 

I24 ILS Approach, RWY 24 

I06 ILS Approach, RWY 6 

RRR ILS Approach, RWY 30R / 12R 

LLL ILS Approach, RWY 30L / 12L 

WWW ILS Approach, RWY 29 / 11 

WWV ILS Approach, RWY 29 / 11 with visual separation 

RRV ILS Approach, RWY 30R / 12R with visual separation 

LLV ILS Approach, RWY 30L / 12L with visual separation 

GPL GPS Approach, RWY 30L / 12L 

GPR GPS Approach, RWY 30R / 12R 

G11 GPS Approach, RWY 11 

G29 GPS Approach, RWY 29 

G06 GPS Approach, RWY 6 

G24 GPS Approach, RWY25 

TAC TACAN Approach, RWY 30L / 12R 
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TBL 2-5-2 
T75 TRACON VFR Arrival Scratchpad Entries 

SCRATCHPAD APPROACH / RUNWAY 

OHR Overhead Maneuver, RWY 30R / 12R 

OHL Overhead Maneuver, RWY 30L / 12L 

OHW  Overhead Maneuver, RWY 29 / 11 

30L VFR RWY 30L 

30R VFR RWY 30R 

12L VFR RWY 12L 

12R VFR RWY 12R 

R29 VFR RWY 29 

R11 VFR RWY 11 

R24 VFR RWY 24 

R06 VFR RWY 6 

 

b. 

1. Clearance Delivery-- or the controller performing the clearance delivery function-- shall 
insert the scratchpad entries for IFR aircraft as described below, only when STL_DEP is 
staffed, or another facility performing the Departure Control function. 

DEPARTURES 

NOTE-- All members of the tower cab (Delivery, Ground, and Tower) are responsible 
for ensuring that the scratchpad block is correct prior to departure. 

2. STL_DEP-- or the controller performing the Departure Control function-- must clear all 
scratchpad entries prior to initiating the handoff to CTR. 

 
TABLE 2-5-3 

T75 TRACON IFR Departure Scratchpad Entries 

DEPARTURE TRANSITION SCRATCHPAD ENTRY 

BERYY  BY 

BGOOD  BG 

BLUES  BL 

BRAKK  BR 

CARDS NEENS CN 

BDF CB 

SPI CS 

LEBOY CL 
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CHUUC  CH 

DRUSE  DR 

EEMOS  EE 

GATEWAY  GY 

JAHNY  JA 

JHART  JH 

KSHEE  KS 

LINDBERGH ARG, MAW, MYERZ  LW 

VIH LV 

MAP LM 

NATCA  NA 

OZARK MCM OM 

HLV OH 

PLESS  PL 

ROTRY  RO 

TEDDD  TD 

TURBO AXC TA 

ENL TE 

PXV TP 

GENTS TG 

THOMP TT 

FAM TF 

WHRLI  WH 

NOT ON SID First 3 letters of first waypoint XXX  (Ex: COU, SPI) 

DIRECT Destination ID XXX  (Ex: MEM, DEC) 

 

c. 

1. Any position in the T75 TRACON should also use the following codes in an aircraft 
scratchpad only when there is more than one ATC function staffed within the 
TRACON. 

GENERAL 

TABLE 2-5-4 
T75 TRACON General Scratchpad Entries 

DESCRIPTION SCRATCHPAD ENTRY 

VFR Traffic Pattern PTN 

Just Flying Around JFA 

Missed Approach (and going back to APP 
for radar vectors) 

MA 
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Go Around GA 

VFR Flight Following VFF 

VOR ID XXX  (Example: ANX) 

Heading HXX  (Example: H23 – heading 230) 

Fix ID (first 3 characters) XXX  (Example: COU) 

 

2-6. Use of Temporary Altitude Field 

a. The ‘Temp Altitude’ field should not be used to coordinate altitudes at time of handoff – as all 
aircraft should be handed off descending to the altitudes defined in the SOP’s with which both 
CTR and APP controllers are required to be familiar with. 

b. If other-than-standard altitudes are required due to traffic circumstances, this should be 
communicated directly with the receiving controller via landline, chat box or Teamspeak.  This 
helps ensure that the unusual altitude will be noticed. 

NOTE-- IAW ZKC 01.100, Air Traffic Control, the temporary altitude field is never used for 
coordination in ZKC.  Controllers should use active coordination methods when handoffs will not 
occur at prescribed altitudes. 
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Chapter 3.  Airspace 
3-1. T75 TRACON 

a. T75 TRACON

b. 

 owns the airspace designated within the TRACON boundary, centered on the 
CSX VOR extending 40NM in all directions, from the surface up to and including 15,000 MSL. 

SCOTT SHELF

NOTE-- CTR will be responsible for the airspace 7,000 MSL and above over the section of Scott 
Shelf that extends beyond CSX 40DME. 

 – T75 TRACON shall control the "Scott Shelf" (located to the Southeast) from 
the surface up to and including 6,000 MSL. (Appendices: 1-F, 1-J) 

3-2. Radar North/South 

a. Delegated airspace for Radar North (STL_N_APP) and Radar South (STL_S_APP) is depicted in 
Appendices 1-C, 1-G, 1-K and varies depending on flow. 

b. The airspace is primarily divided by an imaginary line drawn parallel to the midpoint between 
runways 30L/12R and 30R/12L and extending to the TRACON border. 

c. Aircraft destined for a satellite airport in the adjacent sector will remain with the controller who's 
sector they are in until: 

1. an appropriate time when a handoff can be completed to the North/South controller, prior 
to entering their airspace (unless prior coordination has been conducted) 

2. the aircraft has descended—or is cleared— to the Lowest Usable Altitude, at which time 
a handoff can be conducted to Radar Low (when staffed) 

3. If Radar Final (STL_F_APP) is closed, aircraft destined to a STL runway which 
coincides with an adjacent sector will remain with the controller who's sector they are in 
until an appropriate time when a handoff can be completed to the appropriate controller 
(usually in the radar downwind or approaching the Descent Zone) unless prior 
coordination has been conducted. 

d. Radar North (STL_N_APP) controls the airspace within Scott Shelf 5,000 - 6,000. 

e. If Radar Final (STL_F_APP) is closed, the following describe arrival runway designations: 

1. 

i. STL_N_APP is responsible for RWY 30L, 30R; controls sequence.  

NORTHWEST FLOW:  29/30L/30R CONFIGURATION 

ii. STL_S_APP is responsible for RWY 29. 

2. 

i. STL_N_APP is responsible for RWY 30R; controls sequence. 

NORTHWEST FLOW:  29/30R CONFIGURATION 

ii. STL_S_APP is responsible for RWY 29. 

3. 

i. STL_N_APP is responsible for RWY 24. 

NORTHWEST FLOW:  30R/24 CONFIGURATION 

ii. STL_S_APP is responsible for RWY 30R. 
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4. 

i. STL_N_APP is responsible for RWY 24. 

NORTHWEST FLOW:  29/30R/24 CONFIGURATION 

ii. STL_S_APP is responsible for RWY 29, 30R. 

5. 

i. STL_N_APP is responsible for RWY 12L, 12R; controls sequence. 

SOUTHEAST FLOW: 12L/12R/11 

ii. STL_S_APP is responsible for RWY 11. 

6. 

i. STL_N_APP is responsible for RWY 12L; controls sequence. 

SOUTHEAST FLOW: 12L/11 

ii. STL_S_APP is responsible for RWY 11. 

7. 

i. STL_N_APP is responsible for RWY 12L, 11 

SOUTHEAST FLOW: 12L/11/6 

ii. STL_S_APP is responsible for RWY 6 

3-3. Radar Final 

a. The Radar Final (STL_F_APP) delegated airspace is depicted in Appendices 1-D, 1-H, 1-L and 
varies depending on flow. 

b. The airspace generally matches the Descent Zone for the active arrival runway in use, excluding 
STL_TWR airspace. 

3-4. Radar Low 

a. Radar Low (STL_L_APP) airspace is depicted in Appendices 1-F, 1-J, 1-N and varies depending 
on flow. 

b. The airspace generally includes all airspace within the TRACON and shelves from the surface up 
to and including 5,000 MSL, excluding designated airspace for all TWRs and other radar sectors. 

c. Radar Low controls the airspace within Scott Shelf SFC - 4,000 (excluding BLV_TWR class D).  
When STL_L_APP is closed, this airspace reverts to STL_N_APP if staffed, or the next 
appropriate radar controller. 

d. ARRIVALS

• IFR Arrivals to STL within Radar Low airspace shall be handed off to the appropriate 
North/South controller as soon as practical. 

 – Radar Low shall handle arrivals into satellite airports after cleared to—or at—the 
overlying airspace floor and after all coordination has been completed (ie handoffs). 

e. DEPARTURES

• Handoffs should be accomplished as required/appropriate as soon as practical to 
STL_DEP, or the next overlying radar position, and shall include notification if the 
aircraft was not cleared on course. 

 – Radar Low shall handle initial departures from satellite airports, vectoring as 
needed, with the purpose of getting aircraft on course, and no higher than the Radar Low airspace 
ceiling (unless otherwise coordinated). 
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• It shall be assumed STL_L_APP will clear satellite IFR departures on course if no 
notification is made otherwise during handoff coordination. 

3-5. Departure 

a. Departure (STL_DEP) airspace is depicted in Appendices 1-E, 1-I, 1-M and generally includes all 
airspace within the STL TRACON from the surface up to and including 15,000 MSL, excluding 
all designated airspace belonging to TWRs, Low and Final Approach sectors. 

b. Pre-Arranged Coordination Airspace:

i. Quick Look is enabled, or filter limits are set to ensure the data blocks display at least 
the position symbol, mode C readout, and heavy/B757 information 

  STL_DEP is authorized to transit an arrival corridor and 
arrival tracks without prior coordination provided: 

ii. the Departure Controller observes the data blocks of the Arrival Controller's traffic to 
determine the appropriate separation to be applied 

iii. the Departure Controller maintains approved separation between aircraft under his/her 
control and all traffic within such airspace 

c. All STL_APP positions must notify STL_DEP prior to issuing an IFR/Class B clearance to 
an airfile aircraft within Pre-Arranged Coordination Airspace. 

3-6. STL Tower (North/South) 

a. Delegated airspace for North Tower (STL_N_TWR) and South Tower (STL_S_TWR) matches 
the inner ring of the STL Class B Airspace from the surface up to and including 3,000 MSL. 

b. 

i. STL_N_TWR is responsible for RWY 30R and RWY 24 

NORTHWEST FLOW 

ii. STL_S_TWR is responsible for RWY 29 and 30L 

c. 

i. STL_N_TWR is responsible for RWY 12L and RWY 12R 

SOUTHEAST FLOW 

ii. STL_S_TWR is responsible for RWY 11 and RWY 6 

3-7. Satellite Airport Class D 

a. The lateral boundary of most satellite Class D airspaces includes a 4.5NM radius from the center 
of the airport. 

1. SUS_TWR – vertical limits extend from the surface up to and including 3,000 MSL. 

2. ALN_TWR – vertical limits extend from the surface up to and including 3,000 MSL. 

3. CPS_TWR – vertical limits extend from the surface up to and including 2,900 MSL. 

4. BLV_TWR – vertical limits extend from the surface up to and including 3,000 MSL. 

3-8.     Minimum Vectoring Altitude 
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a. The MVA as shown in Appendix 1-B shows the minimum vectoring altitude for the TRACON.  
In vSTARS a LA alert will be given if an aircraft descends below a MVA Altitude. 
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Chapter 4.  Arrivals 
4-1. Arrival Information 

a. IFR aircraft (and VFR aircraft receiving radar services) destined to an airport within the 
TRACON boundary without the current weather/ATIS must be issued the following by the first 
radar controller who handles them: 

1. surface wind for the destination airport 

2. ceiling and visibility if the reported ceiling at the destination airport is below 1,000 
AGL, or the visibility is less than 3 miles 

3. altimeter setting for the destination airport 

b. IFR aircraft destined to a controlled airport within the TRACON boundary shall be issued the 
following as soon as practical: 

1. Type of approach to be expected (unless ATIS broadcasts one arrival runway and 
approach in use, and the pilot has the latest ATIS code) 

2. Runway if different from that to which the approach is being made 

c. STL_L_APP or, when unstaffed, the appropriate sector with radar jurisdiction over the 
destination airport-- shall obtain the approach/runway request of IFR aircraft destined to an 
uncontrolled airport within the TRACON boundary. 

“N620PC, SAY APPROACH REQUEST” 

4-2. Radar North/South 

a. STL_N_APP / STL_S_APP must: 

1. validate mode-C readout on initial contact 

2. ensure all arriving heavy/B757 aircraft are displayed with the appropriate data block tags 

3. vector STL arrival aircraft to the Radar Final sector, establish an arrival flow using vector 
techniques, speed control, etc, and relinquish control of the aircraft to the Radar Final 
controller upon completion of the handoff 

4. establish an arrival flow based on all known traffic conditions (e.g., aircraft being 
handled by Radar Final and the opposite North/South Radar sector, and when 
appropriate, STL ATCT 

5. coordinate STL arrivals for RWY 6/24 (when inactive), under their control, with CIC for 
approval 

b. STL IFR Arrivals not on an RNAV STAR must enter the Radar Final sector at or descending 
to the following altitudes: 

1. 

i. KAYLA arrival corridor: 5,000 feet MSL 

NORTHWEST FLOW 

ii. QBALL arrival corridor: 8,000 feet MSL 
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iii. LORLE arrival corridor: 5,000 feet MSL 

iv. PETTI arrival corridor:  6,000 feet MSL 

2. 

i. KAYLA arrival corridor: 7,000 feet MSL 

SOUTHEAST FLOW 

ii. QBALL arrival corridor: 5,000 feet MSL 

iii. LORLE arrival corridor: 8,000 feet MSL 

iv. PETTI arrival corridor:  5,000 feet MSL 

3. 

i. handoff aircraft vectored to RWY 24 to STL_F_APP descending to 6,000 feet 
MSL 

RWY 24 OPTION 

4-3. Downwind Arrival Floors 

STL IFR Arrivals not on an RNAV STAR and entering an arrival corridor downwind should not be 
descended below 7,000 feet MSL until passing midfield. 

NOTE-- RNAV STARs include altitude restrictions to meet this requirement; manual altitude assignments 
are not required unless otherwise needed. 

NOTE-- Aircraft at lower altitudes (including missed approaches) need not be issued 7,000 feet if point-
outs with STL_DEP and any other affected sectors are completed. 

4-4. In-Trail Separation 

Unless wake turbulence application would require a larger in-trail separation, IFR STL arrivals may use 
the minimum in-trail separation standard of 2.5NM once established on the final approach course within 
10NM of the runway.  REFERENCE-- FAA 7110.65 5-5-4, Minima  

NOTE-- Heavy aircraft and B757s are only permitted to participate in this reduced separation as the 
trailing aircraft. 

4-5. Simultaneous Approaches 

a. 

1. Simultaneous visual approaches into STL may be initiated IAW FAA 7110.65 7-4.  
Simultaneous visual approaches must be handled differently depending upon the distance 
between parallel runways, which are separated by the following: 

VISUAL 

i. RWYS 30L/12R and 30R/12L:  1,300 feet 

ii. RWYS 29/11 and 30L/12R:  2,900 feet 

iii. RWYS 29/11 and 30R/12L:  4,300 feet 

2. The following rules summarize FAA 7110.65 7-4 as it pertains to STL.  Ensure the 
following when vectoring for the visual approach for parallel runways separated by: 
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i. Less than 2,500 feet 

 

 

 

 

ii. At least 2,500 feet but less than 4,300 feet 

 

 

 

 

iii. 4,300 feet or more 

 

 

 

 

 

b. 

1. Simultaneous instrument approaches are authorized between: 

INSTRUMENT 

i. RWYS 29/11 and 30L/12R 

ii. RWYS 29/11 and 30R/12L 

2. These are Simultaneous Dependent Approaches which require monitoring and separation 
standards from parallel landing traffic. 

3. Simultaneous instrument approaches between RWYS 30L/12R and 30R/12L are not 
authorized.  In-trail approaches must be used in lieu of simultaneous. 

4. The following rules summarize FAAO 7110.65 5-9 as it pertains to STL. 

i. Simultaneous Dependent Approaches 

 

 

 

 

Unless standard separation is provided by ATC, an aircraft must report sighting a 
preceding aircraft making an approach (instrument or visual) to the adjacent 
parallel runway. When an aircraft reports another aircraft in sight on the adjacent 
final approach course and visual separation is applied, controllers must advise the 
succeeding aircraft to maintain visual separation. 

Standard separation is provided until the aircraft are established on a heading 
which will intercept the extended centerline of the runway at an angle not greater 
than 30 degrees, and each aircraft has been issued and one pilot has 
acknowledged receipt of the visual approach clearance, and the other pilot has 
acknowledged receipt of the visual or instrument approach clearance. 

When aircraft flight paths do not intersect, visual approaches may be conducted 
simultaneously, provided standard separation is maintained until one of the 
aircraft has been issued and the pilot has acknowledged receipt of the visual 
approach clearance.  Each aircraft must be assigned headings which will allow 
the aircraft to intercept the extended centerline of the runway at an angle not 
greater than 30 degrees. 

- Provide a minimum of 1,000 feet vertical or a minimum of 3 miles radar 
separation between aircraft during turn on 

- Provide a minimum of 1.5 miles radar separation diagonally between 
successive aircraft on adjacent final approach courses when runway centerlines 
are at least 2,500 feet but no more than 4,300 feet apart. 

- Provide the minimum applicable radar separation between aircraft on the same 
final approach course. 
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Chapter 5.  Departures 
5-1. Initial Altitudes 

a. IFR PROP/TURBOPROP

b. 

 aircraft must be assigned an initial altitude 3,000 MSL or lower 
requested altitude. 

IFR TURBOJET 

NOTE-- RNAV SIDs include this restriction-- it is not necessary to issue the altitude to aircraft 
on an RNAV SID. 

aircraft must be assigned an initial altitude of 5,000 MSL or lower requested 
altitude.  

5-2. Automatic Releases 

a. All IFR departures from STL are automatically released provided: 

a. RADAR STAFFING: 

- a St. Louis radar position is staffed (STL_APP, STL_DEP) and will provide the 
Departure function  OR... 

- a CTR position is staffed AND automatic releases were coordinated and approved by 
the CTR controller  OR... 

- no overlying radar position is staffed 

b. NORTHWEST FLOW:  the aircraft is departing the active RWY 29, 30L or 30R 

c. SOUTHEAST FLOW:  the aircraft is departing the active RWY 11, 12L or 12R 

d. WEST FLOW:  the aircraft is departing the active RWY 24 

e. EAST FLOW:  the aircraft is departing the active RWY 6 

f. Prior to communications transfer, STL_TWR sends the departure strip to STL_DEP or 
the appropriate radar position handling STL departures 

b. When utilizing automatic releases, STL_TWR is responsible for radar or course divergence 
separation.  Realistically, these automatic releases are cancelled when radar is inoperative, but 
that is not simulated at ZKC. 

c. All other IFR departures must be manually released by the appropriate radar facility covering the 
Departure function, unless coordinated otherwise. 

5-3. Initial Headings & Course Divergence 

a. All IFR departures NOT ON AN RNAV SID will be issued runway heading.  Runway 
heading is the heading expected when manual releases are issued to aircraft not on an RNAV 
SID.  This should be issued by STL_TWR as part of the takeoff clearance, but may also be issued 
in the IFR Clearance when coordinated. 

b. STL_TWR may use the "departure fan" and issue alternate departure headings as prescribed 
below when needed for course divergence separation and the following conditions exist: 
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- a St. Louis Radar position must be staffed (STL_APP, STL_DEP) and will provide the 
Departure function (CTR does not satisfy this requirement) 

- STL is not in Noise Abatement hours (see 2-4) 

c. Course Divergence Headings Permitted: 

i. Northwest Flow 

• NORTH/EAST DEPARTURES

• 

 may be issued a heading of 315. 

SOUTH/WEST DEPARTURES

ii. Southeast Flow 

 may be issued a heading of 285. 

• NORTH/EAST DEPARTURES

• 

 may be issued a heading of 105. 

SOUTH/WEST DEPARTURES

iii. West Flow 

 may be issued a heading of 135. 

• NORTH/WEST DEPARTURES

• 

 may be issued a heading of 255. 

SOUTH/EAST DEPARTURES

iv. East Flow 

 may be issued a heading of 225. 

• NORTH/WEST DEPARTURES

• 

 may be issued a heading of 045. 

SOUTH/EAST DEPARTURES

d. When using course divergence headings, STL_TWR must notify STL_DEP or the appropriate 
radar facility working the Departure function via flight progress strip marking or 
Teamspeak/voice. 

 may be issued a heading of 075. 

EXAMPLE: “Southwest Two Ten departure heading 285.” 

e. Headings issued to RNAV SID aircraft must be accompanied by an altitude to maintain.  Aircraft 
assigned a departure heading are no longer on an RNAV SID and therefore have no vertical 
guidance. 

5-4. Missed Approaches 

a. IFR aircraft who conduct a missed-approach or go-around will be assigned an initial heading by 
STL_TWR IAW 5-3 which will keep the aircraft within the departure corridor for the runway in 
use. 

b. STL_TWR will assign the aircraft 4,000 MSL and notify, then change the aircraft to the 
STL_DEP frequency (or appropriate RADAR controller).  
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Chapter 6.  Satellite Airport Operations 
6-1. Sector Responsibilities 

a. St. Louis Approach (STL_APP) will have the responsibility of separating and sequencing all IFR 
arrivals to all controlled and uncontrolled satellite airports within the TRACON.   

b. STL_L_APP, when staffed, is the sector directly responsible for approach clearances, departure 
releases, and final sequencing.  If unstaffed, this responsibility is assumed by the next staffed 
sector directly overhead each airport. 

c. STL_APP will provide traffic advisories and, if necessary, separation and sequencing of all VFR 
aircraft receiving RADAR services within the T75 TRACON boundaries. 

6-2. Arrivals 

a. STL_APP will route all IFR arrivals into satellite airports along the appropriate STARS, or 
arrival routes when applicable. 

b. Satellite towers in operation will inform STL_L_APP (or the appropriate staffed sector) of the 
current ATIS, runway(s) and approach(es) in use. 

c. STL_L_APP (or the appropriate staffed sector) shall complete handoffs to satellite towers in 
operation when: 

1. IFR arrivals are being vectored for an approach, or as soon as possible after clearing 
aircraft for an approach 

2. VFR aircraft receiving RADAR services report the airport in sight 

3. or otherwise before an aircraft is 10 miles-to-fly from the airport 

NOTE-- vZKC simulates all Class D towers within the Kansas City TRACON boundary having tower 
RADAR displays.  This allows for automated handoffs using a RADAR client to satellite towers.  This 
does not prevent controllers from performing manual handoffs/inbound calls if they choose do to so. 

6-3. Departures 

a. Satellite airport TWR, GND and/or DEL (when staffed) will provide all IFR clearances to aircraft 
departing their airports. 

b. Satellite airport TWR, GND, and/or DEL (when staffed) will issue the appropriate SID or 
TRACON departure gate to aircraft who are capable of navigating such routes, which is closest to 
their filed route of flight.  Aircraft that are not capable of accepting these routes may be vectored 
over a departure gate by the appropriate RADAR sector if traffic conditions warrant this action. 

c. All IFR departures from satellite airports will receive RADAR vectors on departure, to join their 
filed route of flight via the most direct route possible.  EXAMPLE: “On departure, expect 
RADAR vectors.” 

d. Initial Altitudes are assigned in accordance with table 6-3-1. 
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TABLE 6-3-1 
Satellite IFR Departure Initial Altitudes 

AIRPORT ALTITUDE 

KBLV, KSUS, KALN 3,000 

KCPS 2,500 

 

e. Satellite airport Towers, when staffed, must request and receive an IFR release from STL_L_APP 
(or the appropriate staffed sector) prior to allowing any IFR departure to takeoff.  As a standard, 
this release will usually be an initial heading.  When traffic conditions/airspace configurations 
permit, an “On Course” release may be issued.  This allows the aircraft to proceed on course 
instead of flying an assigned heading.  EXAMPLE:  “On departure, proceed on course.  Runway 
1 cleared for takeoff.” 

NOTE-- Clearance to “proceed on course” does not require the aircraft to be RNAV equipped.  
Pilots without GPS/RNAV equipment may still navigate their aircraft on course without assistance 
from ATC.  However, the pilot may request lateral guidance to his/her first fix, in which case an 
initial heading must be provided. 

f. Go-arounds and missed-approaches that do not wish to cancel IFR and enter VFR traffic patterns, 
or cannot execute an appropriate published missed approach procedure, will be assigned the 
initial departure altitude (Table 6-3-1).  Satellite Towers must notify STL_L_APP (or the 
appropriate staffed sector) who may issue a heading, then switch the aircraft to the approach 
frequency for re-sequence. 
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Appendix 

1-A.  Video Map 
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1-B.   Minimum Vectoring Altitudes 
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1-C.  Radar North/South Airspace (Southeast Flow)  
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1-D.  Radar Final Airspace (Southeast Flow) 
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1-E.  Departure Airspace (Southeast Flow) 
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1-F.  Radar Low Airspace (Southeast Flow) 
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1-G.  Radar North/South Airspace (Northwest Flow) 
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1-H.  Radar Final Airspace (Northwest Flow) 
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1-I.  Departure Airspace (Northwest Flow) 
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1-J.  Radar Low Airspace (Northwest Flow) 
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1-K.  Radar North/South Airspace (Northwest Flow, 24 Option) 
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1-L.  Radar Final Airspace (Northwest Flow, 24 Option) 

NOTE:  For VATSIM purposes, there is only one Radar Final (STL_F_APP); depicted airspace below is 
merged with Radar Final 29, 30L/R 

 

NOTE:  For VATSIM purposes, there is only one Radar Final (STL_F_APP); depicted airspace below is 
merged with Radar Final 24 
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1-M.  Departure Airspace (Northwest Flow, 24 Option) 
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1-N.  Radar Low Airspace (Northwest Flow, 24 Option) 
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